Introducing OneLinQ
Dear Provider:
One Call Care Diagnostics (One Call) is proud to announce its partnership with CORELinQ Innovations and the joint launch of OneLinQ, a new
radiology solutions platform that will enhance overall service delivery for One Call’s imaging center provider network.
By bringing together the best in One Call’s worker compensation claims service delivery and CORELinQ’s state of the art imaging and workflow
software solutions, the OneLinQ platform creates an integrated workflow that gives patients and the centers remote scheduling capability through a
secure HIPAA compliant portal. The need to depend on telephone scheduling or manual telephone reminders is no longer needed. Once an exam is
completed, the image is made available to radiologists who are able to quickly retrieve the image, read the image and from here, upload a medical
report into the OneLinQ portal. With a secure login and password, both patients and physicians may access OneLinQ on-demand, to review medical
reports for worker compensation processing. No longer will the imaging center rely on copying images to discs for mailing purposes to providers
and payers, or to manually fax reports — these images and reports will now be stored on the OneLinQ platform and available to view or to send
electronically to those needing access. The productivity gains resulting from OneLinQ will help to facilitate the increase of referrals from surrounding
out of network providers looking for an efficient and technology savvy partner to serve their patients.
One Call VP, Stephen Ellerman, commented, “Our partnership with CORELinQ plays a key part in our overall strategy for providing our provider
network with efficient and scalable solutions that enhance their operations and overall service delivery. CORELinQ’s suite of products provides us
with a variety of options that best support our strategy. We view this as a win-win for all involved and look forward to a strong future together with
CORELinQ”.
CORELinQ’s CEO, Harsha Hatti, added, “We firmly believe this partnership with One Call will redefine worker compensation solutions as many
know them today. CORELinQ has never hidden the fact that our focus has and will remain providing radiology centers with solutions that improve
workflow, reduce costs and increase reimbursements without compromising patient care. We are happy to be One Call’s vendor of choice in this
endeavor”.
OneLinQ will be rolled out to One Call’s radiology provider network beginning in the Spring of 2016.

About One Call Care Management

About CORELinQ

One Call Care Management (One Call)
is the nation’s leading provider of
specialized solutions to the workers’
compensation industry enabling faster,
more efficient and more cost-effective claims resolution. With a focus on
injured workers’ needs across the spectrum of care, One Call enables
maximum medical improvement and superior outcomes. It is the only
company offering a comprehensive solution of best-in-class services for
payers throughout their entire claims enterprise to improve outcomes, lower
costs and enhance efficiency. Visit www.onecallcm.com

CORELinQ is a healthcare technology company led
by a seasoned group of individuals who understand
the challenges of radiology. Comprised of a
team averaging nearly 20 years of industry work
experience in radiology technology, healthcare
operations, compliance, client relations, account management, research/
development and finance, the company has four key divisions: CORELinQInnovations, CORELinQ-Labs, CORELinQ-Pharma, and CORELinQ-Ventures.
The firm offers a suite of industry-leading products and services, including
image distribution/viewing, report management and distribution, fully
integrated RIS/billing and RCM services to improve workflow and reduce
costs without compromising patient care. Visit www.corelinq.com

Regards,

Stephen P Ellerman
VP Provider Development, One Call Care Diagnostics

Harsha Hatti
CEO, CORELinQ
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